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The -Ology Issue

The suffix -ology (like in the words biology and geology) means "the study of."
All of the articles in this issue will deal with some -ology.

Social Psychology
According to Wikipedia, social psychology is the scientific study of how people's thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors are influenced by the actual, imagined, or implied presence of others.
What?! Sounds boring, doesn't it? Like really really boring.
But did you know that social psychology deals with topics like bullying, fitting in, peer
pressure, friendship problems, relationships, popularity, and public embarrassment? That
means that just about every book about middle schoolers is about social psychology!!!
On the Blurb display this month, you'll find a lot of books about social psychology, including...

Booked by Kwame Alexander
Twelve-year-old Nick learns the power of words as he
wrestles with problems at home, stands up to a bully, and
tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
The Best Worst Thing by Kathleen Lane
Maggie is worried. Ever since she started middle school, she
sees injustice and danger everywhere. She believes it is up
to her to make everything all right. Can she come up with a
plan to keep everyone safe?
Posted by John David Anderson
In middle school, words aren't just words. They can be
weapons. They can be gifts. The right words can win you
friends or make you enemies. They can come back to haunt
you. Sometimes they can change things forever.

Bubbles by Abby Cooper
Twelve-year-old Sophie Mulvaney's world has been
turned upside down after her mom loses her job and
breaks up with Pratik, who Sophie adored. But then:
Sophie starts seeing bubbles above people's heads that
tell her what they are thinking.
The Littlest Bigfoot by Jennifer Weiner
Ignored by her family and shipped off to her eighth
boarding school, Alice would like a friend. And when she
rescues Millie from drowning in a lake one day, she
finds one. Millie, however, is a Bigfoot.
Fish in a Tree by Lynda Hunt
An emotionally-charged, uplifting novel that will speak to
anyone who's ever thought there was something wrong
with them because they didn't fit in.
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Strange History

Cryptozoology
Cryptozoology is the study of animals that
are rumored to exist, like Bigfoot or the
Loch Ness Monster. It may sound like a
bunch of bunk, but at one time people
thought that gorillas and giant squid were
just rumors too.
April 3, 1903

Arthur Emery, a boy who lived at 1431
Kentucky Avenue, captured an alive but
injured animal and brought it home. The
animal was covered in tar and had long
curved tusks and was wholly unidentifiable.
According to the report, it was neither
muskrat, otter, beaver, groundhog or “any
other animal that the scores of people who
saw it ever saw or heard.” The creature died
a day after capture and young Mr. Emery
planned to have it stuffed and mounted.

October 1, 1904

Many reports had been offered recently
about a monster of huge dimension living in
the Green River near Owensboro. Residents
say they see it crossing the river, though the
size of the monster varies by witness, ranging
from the size of a cow to two hundred feet
long. The monster was seen devouring half a
horse. There was no report as to the
condition of the horse beforehand, which
half was eaten, or what happened to the
other half.

November 24, 1909

Joe Styers of Oaks Station in Paducah
reported capturing an animal with pure
white fur that had the body of a raccoon with
the head of a fox. A trapper by trade, Mr.
Styers could not identify the animal, though
he did report that someone offered him $25
for the pelt.

Misadventures in
Archaeology
You're supposed to be mowing the
lawn, but when you grab the
mower from the back of the shed,
you see a door in the floor that
you've never seen before. And
when you open the door, you see a
set of stairs. And when you go
down the stairs, you find yourself in
a tomb. In the tomb is a stone
sarcophagus, and when you open
the lid... FINISH THE STORY!

Weird Words
oology (noun)
the study of eggs

Sample Sentence:

Trevor thought he might
study oology but found it
wasn't all it was cracked up
to be.

campanology (noun)
the study and art of
bell ringing

Sample Sentence:

Technology
Here's a list of some of the
technology you can access with
your library card.
1. You can use one of our desktop
computers or check out a
Chromebook.

Then Trevor thought he
might go into campanology
but the work didn't ring true
for him.

pogonolgy (noun)
the study of beards

2. You can download digital music
from Freegal on our website.
3. You can stream movies and
download ebooks/eaudiobooks from
two different free apps: Hoopla and
Libby.
4. You can check out the latest video
games.
5. You could learn one of 72 different
languages from the Mango link on
our website.

Sample Sentence:

Finally, Trevor found
pogonolgy and he knew it
was something that he
would grow to love.

